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The super computer has advanced enough at present time to enable the exact solution of a low energy quantum three body 
colliding system. A six open channel S-State e +H scattering system was carried out numerically. The calculation involves the 

solution of nearly half a million coupled linear equation system. That provides the precise information of all open channels. Here, only 
the behavior of the resonant channels near the resonant energies are described: p+Ps(n=2) -------> e H(n< 2). The Gailitis resonance 
appear above the Ps(n=2) threshold. Normally the p moves in the smooth attractive field of the induced electric dipole polarization 
potential. When the p approaching certain distances from Ps(n=2) when its energy is able to flipping the electric dipole, resonance 
occurs. The resonance begins suddenly when the attractive field turns strong repulsive on p due to the flipping of the dipole. In 
quantum description, the wave function of p turns into a “wave packet” after losing its energy. The wave packet is a probability density 
distribution of finding the p. The most dense part of the wave packet is the center of the packet. The center of the wave packet remains 
stationary relative to Ps. The wave packet spreads thin in all directions including the direction towards Ps during its life time. Near 
the end of the life, sudden strong attraction is imposed on p ( Note this is nature’s pick-up tool). During the life time, the Gailitis 
Resonances may decay into anyone of its open decay channels. For the Gailitis Resonance: [p+Ps(n=2)] -----> e +H(n 2) The cross 
sections for all the decay channels were calculated. They can be very useful for experiments trying to obtain more antihydrogen.
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